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ACS Software Offers Titleblock Synchronization Service
Lomita, CA: ACS Software, Inc., developer of the AutoEDMS Document Management and Workflow

Solution, is offering a low cost service to implement a solution that will automate the synchronization of

the AutoEDMS database with AutoCAD drawing titleblocks.  “The AutoEDMS Titleblock

Synchronization (ATS) solution,” explained ACS President, Todd Hays, “will eliminate the time

consuming hand-entry of titleblock data into AutoEDMS, giving our customers a sizable return on their

investment — which they’ll start realizing with the first titleblock data extracted.”  The ATS solution

ensures that the most current information from AutoCAD drawings will be reflected in the AutoEDMS

database.  This solution has no limits on the number of users, the number of Forms, or the number of

supported titleblocks.

ATS Features

Here are just a few of the features of the new ATS solution:

• extracts attributed data from AutoCAD drawings and updates AutoEDMS database fields

• AutoEDMS Form data can be updated automatically during drawing check-in, or manually

via a toolbar or Form button
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• ATS will identify drawings with “unknown” titleblocks, and flag them for clean-up

•  Batch processing — Using the AutoEDMS Navigator, the operator can select multiple

drawings (records) for batch titleblock reading and record population.

The ATS solution can easily be added to any AutoEDMS Version 6.x system.  For details regarding this

service, contact an Authorized AutoEDMS Reseller or ACS Software at (800) 325-0425 or

info@acssoftware.com.

About ACS Software

Established in 1981, ACS Software, Inc. is the developer of the AutoEDMS(tm) document management

and workflow solution, designed for workgroups, multi-site enterprises and the Internet. ACS Software

targets the mid-tier engineering and manufacturing markets — there are thousands of AutoEDMS

customers worldwide, in a wide variety of industries.  ACS supports clients in all 50 states and in over

25 countries.
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